Nerdquest walkthrough

Welcome to nerdquest. Nerdquest is a tiny adventure game for the MechaniQue adventure system. You can finish Nerdquest within 5-30 minutes depending on your experience with text adventures.

If you experience problems with MechaniQue, you can run this game from the website of MechaniQue (the game is served using MechaniQue Server). Here is the URL:

http://www.mechanique.nl/nq/nerdquest.html

For the solution, see the next page.
Here is the solution for Nerdquest...

First try to call the manager (for fun): “call manager”.
“look at desk”
“open drawer”
“take cd” - we need this cd to mess up a computer later on.
“n”
“move box” - we now have to do some cleanup
“open trapdoor”
“d”
“insert cd in pc”
“open door”
“s”
“e”
“open cupboard”
“take bottle” (instead you will take a pill)
“w”
“w”
“w”
“take bamboo”
“put pill in bamboo”
“blow”